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Numerical and experimental investigations on
compact binary ejecta plasma opacity relevant for

kilonova transient signals
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Joint observations of gravitational-wave (GW) event to compact binary objects mergers, and of their elec-
tromagnetic counterpart, known as kilonova (KN) can provide a new avenue in the framework of the multi-
messenger astronomy to constrain the astrophysical origin of the r-process elements and the equation of state
of dense nuclear matter [1]. Coalescence of double neutron star releases neutron-rich ejecta which undergo
r-process nucleosynthesis, with subsequent quick evolution of the KN thermal transient fed by radioactive
decays of unstable nuclei. KN acts as spectral diagnostic to probe physical conditions and composition during
themerger and aftermath, therefore is of fundamental relevance for future detection and for providing sounder
nucleosynthetic yields occurring in these loci [2]. Largely heterogeneous post-merging ejecta composition
made of both light and heavy-r process nuclei implies strong effects on the KN light-curve identification due
to the varying opacity of the system. Hence, large uncertainties on the r-process nucleosynthesis final abun-
dance from the spectroscopic analysis of the KN signal are still present, hardly fixed by theoretical models.
Here we report on the current paradigm of early-stage timescale KN emission at optical wavelengths from
light r-process ejecta component, and we present the work carried out in the framework of the PANDORA
collaboration [3] to support planned experimental measurements of plasma opacity with in-laboratory plas-
mas resembling these KN-stage conditions [4]. In this view, the results of recently performed experiments at
the LNS on the Flexible Plasma Trap (FPT) to reproduce suitable early-stage ejecta conditions for the designed
first-of-its-kind opacity measurements of under-dense and low-temperature plasmas are here reported.
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